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Abstract: The current product model consists of features and unstructured contextual connections in order to relate features. The feature modifies the previous state of the product model producing contextual connections with previously defined features. Active knowledge is applied for the adaptive modification of product model features in the case of a changed situation or event. Starting from this state-of-the-art, the authors of this paper introduced a new method to achieve higher-level and more advanced active feature driven product model definition. As part of the related research program, new situation driven model definition processes and model entities are explained in this paper. Higher-level knowledge representation in the product model is motivated by a recent trend in industrial product modeling systems towards more advanced and efficient situation-based self-adaptive model generation. The proposed model represents one of the possible future ways of product model development for product lifecycle management (PLM) systems on the global or product level of decisions. Its implementation will be new application-oriented model entity generation and representation utilizing existing modeling resources in industrial PLM systems by use of application programming interfaces (API).
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1 Introduction

The work of engineers has been supported by computer applications for a long time. Digital drawing and documentation representations in the early years of computer-supported engineering were changed to geometric and then to product modeling during the eighties and nineties. Nowadays, the product model has the capability to represent arbitrary engineering objects together with their relationships. The trend towards virtual engineering space [1] can be recognized easily in current developments in order to represent all characteristics of a planned product and its connections. This paper introduces some results about a new concept, approach and method as a contribution towards achieving a complete and
consistent model for virtual engineering space. According to this concept, the communication between engineer and model entity generation must be raised from the present product feature definition level to the function and knowledge request level. The approach covers communication of this request as human intent, its harmonization with other intents, and its repeated application for a changed situation and event in order to assist decisions on product features. For this purpose, the method is being developed for request definition and processing in the product model in the form of the appropriate structure of new features.

The proposed modeling is intended to realize the organic extension of current product modeling in product lifecycle management (PLM) systems towards better human communication and decision making. The results of the research are planned to be implemented experimentally into an open PLM system where application programming interface (API) is available for the programming of modeling in the application environment and to provide access to existing features, modeling procedures, and user surfaces in that PLM system. This also facilitates the strong application orientation of industrial product definition.

This paper is an extended and upgraded version of a contribution to the proceedings of the 6th International Workshop on Knowledge Management [2]. It starts with an introduction to the achievements in product modeling that are in close connection with the proposed function level human request based feature definition. The proposed product modeling extends the currently applied product modeling. A detailed introduction of the currently prevailing and well proven engineering technology is impossible within the scope of this paper. The reader is supposed to know recent advanced feature-based and knowledge-ware-driven contextual modeling in the PLM environment.

After an introduction to the currently prevailing advanced product modeling and its model representation capabilities, the knowledge processes in the current and proposed product definition are compared. Then the replacement of the current formal knowledge and object parameter value communication with the proposed influence request communication between engineer and product feature generation process is explained. Following this, current product model entities, including influence requests, actual objective structure, product feature context structure, and actual behavior structure, are detailed. Finally, affect analysis along contextual chains propagating a change of product feature is explained.

2 Preliminaries and Purpose

Engineering practice is moving into product lifecycle management (PLM) systems. A PLM system represents a high level of product information integration. The trend in this integration have led to complex and large product models with a very high number of entities and a crowd of unorganized relationships. Work in
this paper was motivated by the recognition that the definition and processing of this current product model need more organized relationships with more efficient knowledge representation. In an earlier work [3], it was concluded that background content controlled engineering object definition would be required for product development in model space. The proposed new method of function level human request based feature definition is devoted to realizing this concept. It is grounded on former works in the modeling of engineering intent [4], the definition of product behavior in the product model [5], knowledge representation in the product model [6], and information content based product modeling [7]. Change propagation to engineering objects and adaptive action was described in [8]. These publications cover different aspects of knowledge based engineering modeling and lay the groundwork for the development of the method introduced in this paper.

The term ‘product model’ is applied for the definition of consistent engineering purposed computer representation of the product. It was grounded theoretically during development of the STEP (Standard for the Exchange of Product Model Data, ISO 10303) product model standard by the International Standards Organization (ISO). This is the only standard for a product model and is under implementation in different industries by using application protocols. Knowledge related engineering research works generally consider STEP. As a representative example, a framework was proposed for integrated data and knowledge model, using reference protocols in [9].

A step-by step organic development of engineering modeling and simulation has led to the present product lifecycle management (PLM) technology. In order to identify the place of the proposed modeling in product modeling, the development of engineering modeling and simulation is tracked in Fig. 1. Geometry was the first area of intensive research because mathematic description of shape was urged by the early control of machine tools and robots. Nowadays, the only representation of curves and surfaces in PLM systems is the sophisticated non-uniform rational B-spline (NURBS). The connection of knowledge and geometry for higher quality shapes is also a concern in the proposed modeling. On this topic, paper [10] introduces an application of knowledge-guided NURBS at repair imported incompatible geometric models. Boundary representation (B-rep) was involved in geometric modeling in order to complete geometry by topology for the representation of geometric structure. Euler operators are applied to establish the topological structure of the solid body using vertex, edge, and face entities, while geometry is defined during construction of the solid shape in the model space. In the seventies, a breakthrough in simulation technology was the application of finite element modeling and analysis (FEM/FEA). This facilitated the approximation of location dependent parameters at nodes in a mesh generated on a geometric model. By now, mesh is associative with geometry, parametric, and adaptive. FEM/FEA fits well into the knowledge based product model. By active application of FEM/FEA, design variables acting on product performance can be controlled. B-rep and FEM/FEA are essential elements of the current product definition in PLM systems.
The application and variant orientation of a product model is allowed by feature and parametric modeling principle, respectively. These principles and the related modeling achievements are in close connection with development of the proposed modeling concept, approach, and method. Form feature is an application oriented shape aspect and uses B-rep representation. The definition of relative placing and the moving of solids in model space represent placing constraints and degrees of freedom, respectively. Feature based product modeling is still a frequent area of research. In related research [11], parametric and semantics based feature is defined in order to support function-oriented product modeling together with better communication in an engineering modeling environment. Currently, the feature principle has been extended to all entities in the product model. During the nineties, parametric modeling allowed for the definition of dimensions as variables. The parameter model was introduced to represent the relationships among dimensions. In current product models, the arbitrary parameter can be defined and related.

This century started with two new essential techniques in product modeling. They are contextual modeling and knowledge ware. In contextual modeling, feature parameters are to be defined in the context of other feature or product level parameters. Knowledge ware is applied for the collection of local or corporate knowledge in order to facilitate situation and event based control of feature generation. Among others, knowledge ware includes representation of relationships and functional connections of parts and their features as well as related algorithms.

The development of knowledge ware driven product entity generation placed emphasis on knowledge management in PLM systems. The personalization and codification in knowledge management in engineering design are introduced for the development of a multidisciplinary framework in [12]. Paper [14] introduces an approach to the definition and mapping of expert knowledge. In [15], functional behavior and structure model is introduced as design conceptual space. Function behavior and structure model, and design process schema are suggested as way to understand the typical life cycle of a decision-making process in design. All knowledge sources are involved in this conceptual model. In [16], knowledge acquisition processes are defined to capture structured knowledge systematically, and knowledge representation technology is characterized to store knowledge, preserving important relationships. The objective is to establish a better solution than conventional engineering data bases. Paper [17] shows multiple expert inputs in knowledge learning. Input is processed by the Bayesian Network into a structure. Empirical data is applied to refine and parameterize this structure. The product model is in strong contextual connection with business processes. In [13], a method is shown for P-graph based workflow modeling of business processes. The above knowledge methodology developments are efforts to solve problems produced by the emerging knowledge based PLM. Modeling in this paper is devoted to a global solution on product level that can utilize the above methods at local level problem solving.
The above characterization and summary of currently prevailing product modeling introduce the modeling proposed in this paper. The proposed modeling, called \textit{Function level human request based feature definition}, is the result of efforts to bring product definition dialogue closer to human thinking. On a higher
knowledge level of the human-modeling process communication, the human defines advanced model features in order to contribute via model representation of why, what, and how (WWH). The human requires product functions together with demanded quality and specified or proposed methods in a contextual structure. A decision on product feature definition is based on co-ordinated requests of authorized humans. It results in affect analyzed feature definition and applies adaptive actions for the control of product feature generation.

Decisions on engineering objects for a product are made in the context of relevant knowledge. Knowledge is defined on company environment, company, project, problem solving, and product model levels (Fig. 2). These levels constitute a contextual chain. On the company environment level, standards, laws and customer demand, as well as professional knowledge, are defined. Company level knowledge is defined in the context of company environment level knowledge \( (C_{c1}) \) and represents company standards and higher level decisions. Project level knowledge is defined in the context of company level knowledge \( (C_{c2}) \) and represents specifications, project level decisions, and the characteristics of problems. Problem solving level knowledge is defined in the context of project level knowledge \( (C_{c3}) \) and represents actual product definition, modification by human interaction, and modification by built in knowledge. Finally, the product model level includes engineering objects (EO) in an appropriate structure and is
defined in the context of the problem solving level \((C_{cd})\). The modeling in this paper is proposed for the problem solving level. The trend to include higher level knowledge and specification in contextual chains within product model was considered.

Figure 3

Product model level with engineering objects in structure
3 Current Practice

Including active knowledge representations in the product model is one of the most important trends in the current developments of product modeling. Purposeful knowledge features are available in PLM systems for the current product model.

Product objects as features are organized into units in the structure of the product model according to the model representation demanded by the actual product (Figure 3). Analysis and knowledge features are separated from these units in the structure for organizational and acceptance causes.

Simple, engineer-understandable but efficient knowledge representations are preferred by engineers. The formula is free to define as a means of context definition for product and other features. Optimizing, genetic, and other algorithms make user development of product modeling possible. Connectivity knowledge is included in the product model by various graphs, neural networks, genetic support, and other connective entities. The active definition and the checking of engineering objects are driven by rules, checks, and reactions (Fig. 3). When a rule, a reaction, or value of its parameter is defined or changed, the related engineering objects are changed automatically by the execution of the rule or reaction. Similarly, check notices change request and offers change for the relevant engineering objects. Check and rule are involved for handling situations, while reaction for handling events in product model. Check is applied to recognize the situation, whereas rule is applied for the parameter definition depending on the situation. Reaction activates predefined activity for new or changed event.

The current product model (Fig. 3) is considered in this paper as a classical way of product definition. It represents a well-proven principle, method and system background. Modeling in this paper is built as an extension to this strong basis. The knowledge process in the current or classical product definition was analyzed in order to identify knowledge-related problems during model construction and communication amongst engineers. In Fig. 4, two engineers communicate through a product model. One of the engineers is in interaction with the product feature definition processes. The knowledge background is available for human activities. This background is available as a representation or should be represented in the product model. However, a high proportion of knowledge is applied by the human but not communicated with the modeling system, because no capability is available for representation. The engineer communicates knowledge and object parameter values. Product feature generation processes generate features for the product model and place them in a structure. Similarly to human communication, a high proportion of knowledge is applied by processes, but no capability is available for representation in the product model. The other engineer is in interaction with product feature application processes. Due to the above shortage in knowledge representation capabilities, this engineer is not properly informed.
Information is not included in the product model about the process to a decision, allowed modifications, the strength of a decision, and some of the relationship definitions. The main purpose of the modeling proposed in this paper is to fill this gap caused by a lack of knowledge in the dotted boxes in Fig. 4.

Figure 4
Knowledge process in current product definition
4 The Proposed Product Definition

Starting from the knowledge process in the current product definition, the extension to knowledge representation and its application for product model feature generation are introduced in Fig. 5. Beyond the knowledge background of human activities, outside expert sources and activities are to be connected to the modeling in order to allow for any knowledge to be included in the product model. Depending on the feature choice available in a PLM system, extensive knowledge representation in the product model is a real possibility in future engineering. Theoretically, lost knowledge is not allowed. Otherwise, the self-adaptive product model cannot work properly. However, knowledge that intentionally is not communicated or cannot be represented in the product model may be allowed to be applied by an engineer only in interaction. The resulted feature parameter values are applied as constraints on those can be modified according to coordination requests from different engineers. Constraining and contextual connection handling functionality in the current product definition is utilized at the proposed knowledge feature definition.

In the proposed method, knowledge and object parameter value communication between engineer and product feature generation processes are replaced by influence, or in other words, by product definition request communication (Fig. 5). Influence requests are represented for product model. Different requests for the same features are coordinated, and an actual influence definition is generated. Model feature generation always works by using the actual influence definition and modifies the affected features when this definition is modified. Compliance of the actual influence definition with the existing product model is evaluated by affect analysis. Product feature generation processes are controlled by using product behavior definitions. Consequently, any request against product feature generation must be defined as product behavior. For this reason, an extended definition of behavior was proposed in [5].

Extended model application processes communicate information carried by extension entities in the product model with an engineer who applies product model information. This engineer is a properly informed human depending on the model representation provided by the implementation of the extension. The product model to be extended includes engineering objects in product structure and product function structure as the main relevant elements of the current product model (Fig. 5). The extension involves new entities for the new modeling tasks including influence requests, actual objective structure, product feature context structure, and actual behavior structure. These entities will be detailed and explained in the rest of this paper (Figs. 6 and 7).
Figure 5
Knowledge process in the proposed product definition
Figure 6
Influence request and objective
5 New Product Model Entities

The new entities are represented as features for the proposed modeling and are in appropriate contextual connection with current product model features. The influence request is communicated with the appropriate processes in the extension and then processed into an influence request feature.

The influence request feature is contextual with the function to be realized, the quality to be kept, the method to be applied, and the product features to be generated for the product under development (Fig. 6). Letter ‘C’ in a circle symbolizes a contextual connection entity, while the arrow shows the direction of context.

The method for the definition of the product features is defined in the context of function. Quality is a specification for the awaited function related characteristics of the product. A product feature is defined in the context of function and quality. Entity contextual connection is free to be defined using a wide range of tools available in PLM systems, such as formula, function, algorithm, rule, etc. The well proven construction tools are available in the PLM system.

Product feature generation is controlled by the actual behavior structure (Fig. 7). Behavior provides objective driven product feature generation instead of the current conventional direct product feature generation. The behavior feature will be detailed and explained in the rest of this paper (Fig. 8). The behavior definition is assisted by the situation and circumstance set definition.

In the background of a behavior, the situation collects circumstances as product functions, objects, parameter definitions, etc. and provides all information to be considered at the product object definition. The control of object generation is governed by the use of information in adaptive action. Adaptive action is also handled as a feature and it is made ready to execute by the appropriate decision on product objects.

The main contextual connections in the product model extension constitute contextual main chains, as shown in Fig. 8. The function in the product function structure and the objective in the actual objective structure are defined in the context of the influence request. The product function structure connects product features by functions and it is available in current advanced product models. Behaviors are organized for the product in the actual behavior structure. This structure includes behaviors (BH) connected by contextual definitions. Behavior in the actual behavior structure is defined in the context of the relevant objective in the actual objective structure, and it also depends on the contextual connections inside of this structure. Basically, behavior is defined as a contextual chain of behavior (as defined), situation, circumstances, and adaptive action. Product features and their contextual connections are defined in the context of adaptive action. At the same time, engineering objects in their structure are generated in the
context of product features and their contextual connections in product feature context structure.

Influence requests from different engineers in the PLM system are synthesized into an actual objective structure. Parallel and overlapping influence definitions are decided and harmonized into actual influence definitions, as was conceptualized in [7]. These definitions are handled as objectives. The elaboration of the methods for these modeling functions is a future plan. At this time, the application of dialogues provided by current PLM systems is considered. The actual objective structure consists of objectives and their contextual connections. As was stated above, a lack of organized contexts in the current product model
requires a special feature for the product feature context structure in the product model extension. This structure consists of product features (PF) and their contextual connections and is used via affect analysis processes. Affect analyzed and corrected actual objective structure is applied by behavior definition processes.

Figure 8
Main contextual connections in the extension of product model
Analysis for the affects of actual objectives on existing or already decided product objects is done, as explained in Fig. 9. Affect analysis is done along the contextual chains propagating change of a product feature through other product features. In Fig. 9, this product feature is PF_b. These chains are searched in the change affect zone (CAZ). The CAZ includes all potentially affected product features and synthesizes contextual product feature chains. Tracking consequences along the contextual chains results in consequence requests to be included in the product model extension. Objectives and behaviors must be updated accordingly.
Conclusions

This paper introduces new results in modeling methodology and related model entities in order to enhance knowledge communication between human and product feature generation processes and to establish an organized knowledge background of the product feature definition in the product model. The currently applied and well-proven product modeling technology is extended. The well-established direction of development of this modeling technology makes continuous development of the proposed extension to the currently applied modeling possible.

Due to a shortage in the knowledge representation capabilities of the current product modeling, information about the process to a decision, allowed modifications, the strength of a decision, and some relationship definitions cannot be included in the product model. The proposed extension applies influence request for communication between human and model generation, active objective structure for representation of coordinated and organized objectives of product development, actual behavior structure to represent new features for the control of product feature generation. The work has relied upon earlier results by the authors in this area of engineering modeling.
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